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 1                     BEGINNING OF HEARING
 2                           - o 0 o -
 3      THE COURT: Rabang versus Gilliland -- Rabang versus
 4  Gilliland, et al.  Would the parties come forward, please?
 5  Good afternoon.  You must be Ms. Black Horse?
 6      MS. BLACK HORSE: Yes, your Honor.
 7      THE COURT: Good afternoon.  And would you introduce

 8  your client, please?
 9      MS. BLACK HORSE: This is Margretty Rabang.
10      THE COURT: Hello, Ms. Rabang.  Thank you for coming

11  to court.  And Counsel, would you introduce yourself and
12  then your clients, please.
13      MR. ARMSTRONG: Good afternoon, your Honor.  Rickie

14  Armstrong for Defendants.  Seated to my right is Mr. Rory
15  Gilliland as well as Mike Ashby, Officers of Nooksack
16  Police Department.
17      THE COURT: All right, gentlemen, good afternoon.
18  Thank you for coming to court.
19          First, I want to thank both lawyers for your
20  careful briefing of the issues.  Your briefing was much
21  appreciated by the Court.  And I've reviewed the briefing
22  of both parties.
23          Let me -- I'm going to give you each a chance to
24  argue, and know that I've read your briefings, so I'd
25  appreciate you're simply hitting the high points.  But my
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 1  initial take is this.
 2          The description of what has occurred in this case
 3  thus far in the Tribal Court gives the Court a great deal
 4  of concern about those procedures.  And it is simply a
 5  procedural concern, apart from any issues of substantive
 6  ill-will or inappropriate motivation in those proceedings.
 7          If the Court has the jurisdiction to rule on this
 8  matter, I think it appears to me that the procedures which
 9  have occurred thus far are flawed and would cause the
10  Court to rule in a different way.  But I see the threshold
11  issue as jurisdiction.
12          And I'm very concerned about RCW 37.12.060 and the
13  federal statute from which it emerged, 25 US Code 1322,
14  Subsection B.  In my preliminary take is that statute,
15  both the federal and the state statutes, are critical
16  because they define the powers that were given to the
17  state by the federal government sometime ago, and then the
18  powers that the state agreed to assume or that the state
19  assumed.
20          I'm concerned that the limitations stated in both
21  of those statutes pertains to this issue, because it has
22  to do with the right to possession of property.  So, I'd
23  like you to address that issue first, if you would,
24  Ms. Black Horse.
25      MS. BLACK HORSE: Yes, thank you, your Honor.  Under
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 1  Washington's Public Law 280, Section 0.60, it does appear
 2  that under Public Law 280 this Court may not exercise
 3  jurisdiction.
 4          But under Maxa versus Yakima Petroleum, as well as
 5  Powell v. Farris, both Washington Supreme Court decisions
 6  that remain good law, this Court may exercise
 7  jurisdiction.  And State V. Jim does not limit this
 8  Court's jurisdiction.
 9      THE COURT: Would you say that State v. Jim does not
10  limit the jurisdiction because it would distinguish the
11  factual background?
12      MS. BLACK HORSE: Yes.  So, in State v. Jim, the
13  reason the Tribal trust property was accorded the same
14  legal status as an established Indian reservation is
15  because that site was an in-lieu fishing site that
16  Congress had explicitly set aside for the exercise of four
17  separate Tribe's Treaty Rights.
18          Here, Ms. Rabang's property does not sit on an
19  inland fishing site or any land that's been set aside by
20  Congress for the exercise of Tribal Treaty Fishing Rights.
21          Now, with regard to Maxa, under that test, the
22  Court must determine whether assuming jurisdiction over
23  this trespass suit against two nonmembers in
24  their personal capacities when interfered with the Tribe's
25  self-government.
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 1          Now, the United States Supreme Court has again and
 2  again stated that with few exceptions the inherent powers
 3  of Tribal governments do not extend to the regulations of
 4  nonmember conduct, the two defendants which Ms. Rabang has
 5  named in her suit.
 6          Significantly, Ms. Rabang has not named any Tribal
 7  member defendants, and this action does not touch on
 8  Nooksack Tribal self-government because the Court orders
 9  at issue here are illegal and invalid as decided by the
10  United States Department of the Interior as well as this
11  Court in a separate matter in an order issued on
12  December 13th by Judge Uhrig.
13          These orders do not represent any facet of Tribal
14  self-governance.  They don't carry any effect.  The Rabang
15  property is not located on an established Indian
16  reservation, and there are no Tribal interests right here.
17          And as you said, the procedures in Tribal Court
18  are very disturbing.  And under Civil Rule 82.5(C), this
19  Court can't accord any recognition to those orders because
20  Ms. Rabang is not accorded equal protection or due process
21  in violation of the Indian Civil Rights Act.
22      THE COURT: All right.  I think I'd like to hear from
23  Mr. Armstrong before I start asking questions.  Thank you,
24  Counsel.
25      MR. ARMSTRONG: Good day, your Honor.  Rickie
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 1  Armstrong for the defendants.  And it's been well-briefed,
 2  and I won't bore the Court with additional arguments on
 3  the background of Appeal 280, but I think this case fits
 4  squarely within it.
 5          There's been no dispute that the alleged property
 6  or the property alleged in the complaint in this case is
 7  trust property.  There's allegations that the plaintiff
 8  may have some possessory right or a lease in that
 9  property.
10          What is undisputed is the T.S.R. that was provided
11  in the case, and the declaration of Ross Klein indicating
12  that the trust property at issue here --
13      THE COURT: Tell me again what T.S.R. stands for?
14      MR. ARMSTRONG: T.S.R. is the Title Status Report,
15  which is essentially the federal version of the deed, the
16  actual --
17      THE COURT: That's the computer printout that was one
18  of the attachments to your brief?
19      MS. BLACK HORSE: That's correct.  The T.S.R. was
20  actually an attachment to Ross Klein's Declaration in our
21  original submission.
22      THE COURT: Okay.
23      MS. BLACK HORSE: The T.S.R. by Federal Law 25 U --

24  excuse me.  C.F.R., it's within the title -- or Chapter
25  162 is the ultimate determination of review after a --
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 1  title review by the federal government showing any liens,
 2  any encumbrances, the owners, who the property is held in
 3  trust for the benefit of.
 4          In this case, the US Government owns that
 5  property.  It's held in trust for the benefit of the
 6  Indian Tribe.  Importantly within that T.S.R., there are
 7  listed encumbrances.  I believe there's one encumbrance
 8  with Puget Sound Energy, a local entity.
 9          What there is not contained in that T.S.R. is
10  anything indicating Ms. Rabang, the plaintiff in this
11  case, has any encumbrance upon that property, any lease.
12  If you're going to have a lease under Federal Law, that
13  needs to go through the proper channels.  And it would
14  appear on that T.S.R.
15          We briefed the outline on how a person would get
16  that encumbrance, but importantly in this case, it's not
17  there.  And that's because the plaintiff does not have a
18  legally cognizable interest within this property.
19          Your Honor, this fits right within Subsection B of
20  1322, the PL-280 Statute.  This is a trespass action.
21  This is -- it requires the plaintiff to show that she has
22  a right to exclusive possession of that property, the
23  property in question here, the Tribal trust property.
24          This isn't an allotment.  This is Tribal trust.
25  The Jim Case, I'll acknowledge, and I'll put forward to
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 1  the Court, the Supreme Court was very clear in saying that
 2  it only concerned Maryhill.
 3          The importance of that decision, however, is that
 4  if it's Tribal trust -- this is the first Washington case
 5  where if it's Tribal trust as opposed to individual trust
 6  or an allotment, the Supreme Court found it to be an
 7  established reservation, even if it's not within the
 8  formal boundaries of the original treaty reservation.
 9          Nooksack Reservation is in Deming, Washington.
10  The property in question here is several miles away.  It's
11  not within the four corners of, let's say, of the formally
12  established reservation.  RCW 37 as well as the underlying
13  PL-280 did not have a definition of "reservation."  It
14  needed to be developed with the case law.
15          In this case, the Jim case, involving the Yakima
16  and Maryhill set aside, was the first of its kind.  The
17  Court was very limiting in calling Maryhill specific to
18  that case as "reservation."
19          However, I'm fairly comfortable in saying that you
20  can extrapolate that into the current case.  If it's
21  Tribal trust, not individual, it's an established
22  reservation.  With that, RCW 37.12.010, if it's within an
23  established reservation, the state of Washington is not
24  bound itself to general civil jurisdiction.
25          If that's the case, than you only have this Court,
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 1  and other Washington Courts, only have the jurisdiction
 2  over the eight enumerated civil or criminal actions
 3  identified in 010.  Trespass is not one of them.  Torts
 4  are not one of them.
 5          This fits squarely in 050 and 060.  It's a
 6  limitation on State's ability to assume nonconsensual
 7  jurisdiction.  With that said, this Court, Washington
 8  state, has or lacks jurisdiction to adjudicate the matter.
 9          I share concerns with your Honor regarding the
10  procedural issues noted within the underlying Tribal Court
11  matter.  What Plaintiff has done in this case, however, is
12  only given you two snippets or one snippet of what
13  happened in the Tribal Court.
14          A proper appeal, or a proper record before a Court
15  to review a lower Court's procedural irregularities, or
16  how it conducts its business, is not provided in a vacuum
17  with one order or an allegation of a violation.  It's
18  provided with a whole record.
19          I've put in the briefing that similar to a RALJ
20  appeal, your Honor would expect the entire record below.
21  Running to a foreign court and asking this Court to
22  overrule what was done in the Tribal Court because they
23  claim errors, not because errors exist, but because they
24  claim errors, is not only irresponsible, it's frivolous.
25      THE COURT: Does the --
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 1      MR. ARMSTRONG: Counsel knows -- I'm sorry.
 2      THE COURT: Hang on a minute, Counsel.  Does the
 3  plaintiff have the right to appeal or seek an emergency
 4  injunction of the decision, the eviction decision of the
 5  Tribal Court?
 6      MR. ARMSTRONG: I handled the unlawful detainer
 7  action, your Honor.  I was very clearly expecting an
 8  appeal in that matter which would have given the same
 9  effect as a T.R.O.  There's no action that the Tribe can
10  do to --
11      THE COURT: You're saying that the plaintiff could
12  have appealed the Tribal Court's action, but did not?
13      MR. ARMSTRONG: Yes, and that's in the briefing.  I
14  apologize.  It was in reply but given the continued
15  allegations of the irregularities, we did put some in
16  there.
17          Counsel and -- Counsel and her client had an
18  ability to appeal.  They failed to do that.  They failed
19  to post bond which would stall or give delay, as they've
20  characterized in their briefs, of the eventual eviction of
21  the plaintiff.
22          They've not done that.  They've instead ran to
23  this Court and asked this Court to review the Tribal
24  Court.  It's inappropriate under the Abstention Doctrine,
25  under a US case law.  We've cited that in the brief too.
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 1      THE COURT: What is the Tribe going to do if this
 2  Court does not continue the injunction?
 3      MR. ARMSTRONG: If the injunction is dissolved or
 4  expires on its own terms, the Tribe, under Tribal Law, has
 5  a right to evict.  We have a Writ of Restitution.  They
 6  can take actions to remove Plaintiff if necessary.
 7      THE COURT: Is that what the Tribe plans to do?
 8      MR. ARMSTRONG: I can't speak for the Tribe on that
 9  behalf.  At this point in time, if -- if they have a Writ
10  of Restitution, they can move forward on that.
11          Many of the allegations that the plaintiff has put
12  forth in the documents to this Court complain about the
13  Tribal Council and irregularities there, and the federal
14  government.  I could ask this Court to strike that.
15          We put in our brief, however, the importance of
16  what Tribal Law is on the books that matters, the relevant
17  part.  That is, NIHA, the Housing Authority, the
18  department in charge of the houses, in this case, the one
19  Plaintiff is currently within, was formed well before
20  these --
21      THE COURT: Yes.  Yes.  And I've reviewed the
22  formation documents.
23      MR. ARMSTRONG: Well before any of this occurred.
24  They have the authority to evict regardless of a Council
25  in place or regardless of an election.
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 1      THE COURT: Thank you, Counsel.  I understand.  I do
 2  have one question for Ms. Black Horse.  And that is, I've
 3  reviewed both the Maxa and the Powell cases.  My concern
 4  is that neither of those cases was pertaining to the right
 5  to possession or ownership of real or personal property.
 6          They both evolved ultimately around services and
 7  financial issues, the dissolution of a partnership, and
 8  the alleged breach of a contract for services.  This is
 9  different because this has to do with a right to
10  possession of property.  And that's the specific exclusion
11  in RCW 37.12.060.
12          Why should the Court -- why -- what are you
13  arguing?  Are you arguing that that distinction doesn't
14  matter for purposes of following Maxa and Powell?  And if
15  that's your argument, why?  Why should the Court do that?
16      MS. BLACK HORSE: The Court should exercise
17  jurisdiction here because this is not a dispute between
18  Tribal members.  It's a dispute having with nonmember
19  defendants.  These Tribal Court orders should not be
20  accorded any deference.
21          And just quickly in response to Mr. Armstrong's
22  claim that she can appeal, Mr. Dodge told her that this
23  was a final action in the last court hearing she attended,
24  and there's nothing she could do.
25          And in the past, when people have appealed to a
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 1  Nooksack Tribal Court of Appeals, the Tribe will sue their
 2  Court of Appeals because they don't like the way they're
 3  ruling.
 4          And then will go on to create fake Supreme Courts
 5  to overrule those disfavorable Supreme Court decisions.
 6  This is well-documented in the In Re Galanda case that was
 7  before Judge Uhrig this fall.
 8          And with regard to the lease, we got the complete
 9  version of the lease from HUD, from the federal
10  government, just so I can note that for the record.  The
11  incomplete version of the lease was submitted in Tribal
12  Court.
13          The main distinction with Maxa and Powell is that
14  this Court can exercise jurisdiction over some
15  on-reservation conduct typically involving nonmember
16  defendants, which is what you have here.
17          The distinction is that whether this activity
18  touches on Tribal self-governance or would interfere in
19  any way.  This is an illegal eviction action.  This
20  doesn't represent any action by a valid government.
21          And this action has to do with the regulation or
22  control of nonmember conduct, nonmember suit in their
23  personal capacities from trespassing into Ms. Rabang's
24  home, which she has a legal valid right to based on this
25  still valid HUD lease.
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 1      THE COURT: The two defendants who are named
 2  personally, they're named personally, but they're acting
 3  in their capacity as representatives of the Tribal Housing
 4  Authority; aren't they?
 5      MS. BLACK HORSE: They are acting pursuant to invalid

 6  and unlawful orders as found based on a final agency
 7  decision of the US Department of the Interior.
 8          They're acting under orders that have no lawful
 9  authority or carry any weight, and they're acting pursuant
10  to a grave miscarriage of justice that remains ongoing in
11  the Tribal Court.
12          I did brief all the irregularities that have
13  occurred there.  And if anything, not enjoining these
14  defendants from enforcing this illegal and invalid order
15  is a huge miscarriage of justice given what we've been
16  able to document has happened there.
17      THE COURT: Thank you, Ms. Black Horse.  I will say
18  that the Court is very concerned about this situation
19  including what the Court sees as serious procedural
20  irregularities.
21          That's why the Court issued the original temporary
22  restraining order in this matter.  And it's why the Court
23  has seriously, very seriously, considered the question of
24  jurisdiction.  Frankly, it's -- the Superior Court is a
25  court of general jurisdiction is accustomed to addressing
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 1  a situation when there's a problem.
 2          Clearly, there's a problem here.  And I've looked
 3  very carefully at the law, but in my view, the history is
 4  this.  It was the Federal Court that had the right to
 5  adjudicate affairs in Indian country.  By Public Law 280,
 6  the Federal Court ceded much of that jurisdiction to the
 7  states, contingent on permission from the individual
 8  tribes.
 9          But what the Federal Court ceded was a broad grant
10  of power, but it wasn't an all-inclusive grant of power,
11  in that what was ceded to the states explicitly excluded
12  jurisdiction to adjudicate the ownership or right to
13  possession of real or property -- real or personal
14  property held in trust by the United States.
15          I don't think there's any question that the
16  property here is on land that is held in trust by the
17  United States for the Tribe.  And so, in my view, this
18  dispute and these issues fall squarely within that narrow
19  exception to the grant of jurisdiction to the state of
20  Washington.
21          And that means, in my view, that this Court does
22  not have jurisdiction to hear and resolve this matter.
23  The procedures that have occurred within the Tribe are of
24  great concern to this Court.  But the Court also upholds
25  and honors the concept of Tribal self-government and the
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 1  independence of Tribal Courts.
 2          In this case, in my view, the Tribal Court is
 3  acting in a way that causes great question about the
 4  ability of this -- this Tribe in this situation to manage
 5  a trial court that is truly fair and truly accords due
 6  process to Tribal members.
 7          But that is not a decision for this Court to make.
 8  That's a very important decision having to do with the
 9  authority of a tribe to continue to run its own courts,
10  even when those Courts overstep the bounds of what I would
11  consider to be due process.
12          As a State Court Judge, I don't have the
13  jurisdiction, in my view, to address what I see as serious
14  due process concerns.  I don't think that that
15  jurisdiction was granted to the state in 1953 under the --
16  the granting act that became RCW 37.12.
17          And having not been granted to the state, that
18  jurisdiction can't be constructed by the state now, even
19  in these most compelling of facts.
20          So, it's with some regret that I decline
21  jurisdiction, but I -- I don't so much decline
22  jurisdiction as view of the law as stating that the Court
23  simply does not have jurisdiction.
24          I don't believe I have discretion to accept or
25  define jurisdiction.  It simply isn't there, under my
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 1  reading of the law.  So, I would urge the Tribe to treat
 2  this matter differently than it has treated this matter
 3  thus far.
 4          And for what it's worth, I'm not persuaded by the
 5  Tribe's argument that Ms. Rabang does not have a property
 6  interest in this land.  I think by virtue of her
 7  participation in the program and her making of payments
 8  toward the purchase of the property, she has acquired an
 9  interest.
10          The Tribe has given several reasons for the Court
11  to dismiss the case.  I'm dismissing it based on
12  jurisdictional basis and no other basis.  I think the
13  jurisdictional basis is the threshold issue, and that the
14  Court is not empowered to address other issues.
15          So, the failure to join an essential party and the
16  other arguments that Court is making are specifically not
17  ruled on because jurisdiction is declined and the
18  complaint is dismissed on that basis.
19          So, Mr. Armstrong, if you will alter the proposed
20  Order of Dismissal to simply state a declining of
21  dismissal based on RCW 37.12.060, that's the Court's
22  jurisdiction.
23          As I say, I make that decision with some regret
24  and with great hopes that the parties will be able to
25  resolve this in a way short of evicting Ms. Rabang and her
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 1  family.  All right.
 2      MR. ARMSTRONG: Your Honor, I'd provided a proposed

 3  order.  Would you like me to scratch the other two bases?
 4      THE COURT: Yes.
 5      MR. ARMSTRONG: Or would you like a Word copy provided

 6  to your office?
 7      THE COURT: If you want to simply alter it by hand,
 8  that's fine.  And I would ask Ms. Black Horse to sign
 9  simply to indicate that you agree that's the Court's
10  decision.
11      MR. ARMSTRONG: Will do, your Honor.  Thank you.
12      THE COURT: Thank you.  Thank you to all parties.
13                       [End of hearing]
14                           - o 0 o -
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 1  STATE OF WASHINGTON          )
                                 ) SS: C E R T I F I C A T E
 2  COUNTY OF WHATCOM            )
   
 3                     I, DANIELLE SCHEMM, Certified Court
   
 4  Reporter in and for the State of Washington do hereby
   
 5  certify;
   
 6                     That the foregoing is true and correct
   
 7  to the best of my skill, ability, and knowledge, as taken
   
 8  on the date and at the time and place as shown on Page Two
   
 9  hereto;
   
10                     That I am not related to any of the
   
11  parties to this litigation and have no interest in the
   
12  outcome of said litigation;
   
13                     Witness my hand and seal this 31st of
   
14  January 2017.
   
15 
   
16 
   
17 
   
18                               _____________________________
                                 DANIELLE SCHEMM
19                               CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER
                                 IN AND FOR THE STATE OF
20                               WASHINGTON, RESIDING AT
                                 BELLINGHAM.  LICENSE EXPIRES
21                               JULY 16, 2017.
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